
Preferential Logis forReasoning with Graded UnertaintyOfer ArieliDepartment of Computer Siene, The Aademi College of Tel-Aviv4 Antokolski street, Tel-Aviv 61161, Israeloarieli�mta.a.ilAbstrat. We introdue a family of preferential logis that are useful forhandling information with di�erent levels of unertainty. The orrespond-ing onsequene relations are non-monotoni, paraonsistent, adaptive,and rational. It is also shown that any formalism in this family that isbased on a well-founded ordering of the di�erent types of unertainty,an be embedded in a orresponding four-valued logi with at most threeunertainty levels.1 MotivationThe ability to reason in a `rational' way with inomplete or inonsistent informa-tion is a major hallenge, and its signi�ane should be obvious. It is well-knownthat lassial logi is not suitable for this task, thus non-lassial formalisms areusually used for handling unertainty.1 Suh formalisms should be able, more-over, to distinguish among di�erent types of unertainty in the underlying data,sine eah kind of unertainty may require a di�erent treatment. The followingexample demonstrates suh a ase:Example 1. Let P = fp true ; :p true ; q  not :r ; :q  not rg. Thisis a `prolog-like' program, with two kinds of negation operators: one, :, intu-itively represents expliit negation, and the other, not, represents impliit nega-tive information, and may be intuitively understood as a `negation-as-failure' (toprove or verify the orresponding assertion on the basis of the available informa-tion). The meaning of the last two lauses of P is, therefore, that q (respetively,:q) holds provided that :r (respetively, r) annot be veri�ed.The theory above depits several types of unertainty: the information aboutr is inomplete, sine r does not appear in a head of any lause in P , and sono expliit data about it (nor about its negation) is available. This implies, inpartiular, that one annot onlude that either r or :r holds, and so, by the lasttwo lauses, the data about q is inonsistent . Clearly, by the �rst two lauses,the information about p is inonsistent as well. Note, however, that there isa di�erene between the inonsistent information about p and about q: whilethe ontradition regarding p is based on expliit data, the evidene about q is1 See, e.g., [12, 15, 18, 23℄ for some reent olletions of papers on this topi.



less `stable', sine it relies on the (possibly temporary) fat that neither r nor:r holds. In partiular, one r is validated or falsi�ed, the information aboutq would not remain ontraditory anymore! One may also argue that althoughthe information about r is inomplete, there is still more knowledge about r(e.g., that it determines the validity of q) than about, say, s (about whih wedon't know anything whatsoever). Here, again, we have two di�erent degrees ofunertainty.The example above demonstrates one ase in whih it is natural to attahdi�erent levels of unertainty to di�erent assertions. This kind of informationmay be used, for instane, by algorithms for onsisteny restoration, sine datawith higher degree of inonsisteny may be treated (i.e., eliminated) �rst.In this paper we onsider a framework that supports this type of onsidera-tions, and provides means to reason with di�erent levels of unertain information.We show that the logis that are obtained are nonmonotoni, paraonsistent [19℄,adaptive in the sense of Batens [10, 11℄, and rational in the sense of Lehmannand Magidor [28℄. It is also shown that under a ertain assumption on the grad-ing relations, for eah one of these formalisms there is a logially equivalentfour-valued logi with at most three di�erent levels of unertainty.2 The framework2.1 Logial latties and their onsequene relationsIn order to overome the shortomings of lassial logi in properly handlingunertainty, we turn to multiple-valued logis. This is a ommon approah thatis the basis of many formal systems (see [9℄ for a reent survey), inluding systemsthat are based on fuzzy logi [22℄, probabilisti reasoning [33℄, possibilisti logis[21℄, annotated logis [26, 37℄, and �xpoint semantis for extended/disjuntivelogi programs (see, e.g., [3, 29℄, and a survey in [20℄).In most of the approahes mentioned above, as in the present one, the truth-values are arranged in a lattie struture. In what follows we denote by L=(L;�)a bounded lattie that has at least four elements: a �-maximal element and a �-minimal element that orrespond to the lassial values (denoted, respetively,by t and f), and two intermediate elements (denoted by > and ?) that mayintuitively be understood as representing the two basi types of unertainty:inonsisteny and inompleteness (respetively). As usual, the meet and the joinoperations on L are denoted by ^ and _. In addition, we assume that L has aninvolution operator : (a \negation") s.t. :t= f , :f = t, :>=>, :?=?. Wedenote by D the set of the designated values of L (i.e., the set of the truth valuesin L that represent true assertions). We shall assume that D is a prime �lter inL,2 s.t. >2D and ?62D. The pair (L;D) is alled a logial lattie [6℄.2 In partiular, t2D and f 62D.



Example 2. The smallest logial lattie is shown in Figure 1 (left). We denote itby FOUR. This lattie, together with the set D = ft;>g of designated values,is the algebrai struture behind Belnap's well-known four-valued logi [13, 14℄,and it will play an important role here as well (see Setion 3). NINE (Figure 1,right), may be viewed as an extended version of FOUR for default reasoning (dt= true by default, bt = `biased' for t, et.). This lattie depits three main levelsof unertainty: inomplete data (?), inonsistent data (>), and a middle levelof unertainty (m). The latter kind of unertainty sometimes follows from on-traditory default assumptions, so it may be retrated when further informationarrives. The deision whether to view m as designated is one of the di�erenesbetween the two logial latties that NINE indues, namely (NINE ; ft; bt;>g)and (NINE ; ft; dt; bt; bf;m;>g).
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Fig. 1. FOUR and NINEThe set U = f(x; y) j 0 � x � 1; 0 � y � 1g with (x1; y1) _ (x2; y2) =(max(x1; x2);min(y1; y2)) and (x1; y1) ^ (x2; y2) = (min(x1; x2);max(y1; y2)) isan in�nite lattie, and (U ; f(1; x) j 0�x�1g) is a logial lattie with t = (1; 0),f = (0; 1), > = (1; 1), and ? = (0; 0). One way to intuitively understand themeaning of an element (x; y)2U is suh that x represents the amount of belieffor the underlying assertion, and y represents the amount of belief against it.Following this intuition, every element (x; x) 2 U may be assoiated with adi�erent degree of inonsisteny.Given a logial lattie (L;D), the standard semantial notions are naturalgeneralizations of the lassial ones: a (multiple-valued) valuation � is a funtionthat assigns an element of L to eah atomi formula. The set of valuations ontoL is denoted by VL. Extension to omplex formulae is done in the usual way. Avaluation is a model of a set of assertions � if it assigns a designated value toevery formula in � . The set of all the models of � is denoted by mod(� ).The language onsidered here is a propositional one. Note that there are notautologies in the language of f:;_;^g, sine if all the atomi formulae that



appear in a formula  are assigned ? by a valuation �, then �( ) =? as well.It follows that the de�nition of the material impliation p; q as :p_q is notadequate for representing entailments in our semantis. Instead, we use anotheronnetive, whih does funtion as an impliation in our setting:De�nition 1. [4, 8℄ Let (L;D) be a logial lattie. De�ne: x! y = y if x 2 D,and x!y=t otherwise.3The language of f:;_;^;!g together with the propositional onstants t; f;>and ?, will be denoted by �. Given a set of formulae � in �, we shall denoteby A(� ) the set of the atomi formulae that appear in some formula of � .Now, a natural de�nition of a lattie-based onsequene relation is the fol-lowing:De�nition 2. Let (L;D) be a logial lattie, � a set of formulae, and  aformula. Denote � j=L;D if every model of � is a model of  .The relation j=L;D of De�nition 2 is a onsequene relation in the standardsense of Tarski [38℄. In [4℄ it is shown that this relation is monotoni, om-pat, paraonsistent [19℄, and has a orresponding sound and omplete ut-freeGentzen-type system. The major drawbaks of j=L;D are that it is stritly weakerthan lassial logi even for onsistent theories (e.g.,  6j=L;D :�_�), and that italways invalidates some intuitively justi�ed inferene rules, like the DisjuntiveSyllogism (that is,  ; : _ � 6j=L;D �). In the next setion we onsider a familyof logis that overome these drawbaks.2.2 Preferential reasoning and the onsequene relation j=L;DIn order to reapture within our many-valued framework lassial reasoning(where its use is appropriate), as well as standard non-monotoni and para-onsistent methods, we inorporate a onept �rst introdued by MCarthy [32℄and later onsidered by Shoham [36℄, aording to whih inferenes from a giventheory are made w.r.t. a subset of the models of that theory (and not w.r.t.every model of the theory; see also [24, 27, 30, 31, 35℄). This set of preferentialmodels is determined aording to some onditions that an be spei�ed by aset of (usually seond-order) propositions [7℄, or by some order relation on themodels of the theory [4, 5℄. This relation should reet some kind of prefereneriterion on the models of the set of premises. In our ase the idea is to givepreedene to those valuations that minimize the amount of unertain informa-tion in the set of premises. The truth values are therefore arranged aordingto an order relation that reets di�erenes in the amount of unertainty thateah one of them exhibits. Then we hoose those valuations that minimize theamount of unertainty w.r.t. this order. The intuition behind this approah isthat inomplete or ontraditory data orresponds to inadequate information3 Note that on ft; fg the material impliation (;) and the new impliation (!) areidential, and both of them are generalizations of the lassial impliation.



about the real world, and therefore it should be minimized. Next we formalizethis idea.De�nition 3. A partial order < on a set L is alled modular if y<x2 for everyx1; x2; y2L s.t. x1 6<x2, x2 6<x1, and y<x1.Proposition 1. [28℄ Let < be a partial order on L. The following onditionsare equivalent:a) < is modular.b) For every x1; x2; y2L, if x1<x2 then either y<x2 or x1<y.) There is a totally ordered set L0 with a strit order � and a funtion g :L! L0s.t. x1<x2 i� g(x1)�g(x2).De�nition 4. An inonsisteny order <L;D on a logial lattie (L;D) is a well-founded modular order on L, with the following properties:a) t and f are minimal and > is maximal w.r.t. <L;D ,b) if fx;:xg�D while fy;:yg 6�D, then x 6<L;D y,) x and :x are either equal or <L;D -inomparable.Inonsisteny orders are used here for grading unertainty in general, andinonsisteny in partiular. Intuitively, the meaning of x<L;D y is that formulaethat are assigned x are more de�nite than formulae with a truth value y. Modu-larity is needed for assuring a proper grading of the truth values.4 Condition (b)in De�nition 4 assures that truth values that intuitively represent inonsistentdata will not be onsidered as more onsistent than those ones that orrespondto onsistent data. The last ondition makes sure that any truth value and itsnegation have the same degree of (in)onsisteny.Example 3. FOUR has four inonsisteny orders:a) The degenerated order, <40 , in whih t; f;?;> are all inomparable.b) <41 , in whih ? is onsidered as minimally inonsistent: ft; f;?g<41>.) <42 , in whih ? is maximally inonsistent: ft; fg<42 f>;?g.d) <43 , in whih ? is an intermediate level of inonsisteny: ft; fg<43?<43>.In the rest of the paper we shall ontinue to use the notations of Example 3for denoting the inonsisteny orders in FOUR.Given an inonsisteny order <L;D on a logial lattie (L;D), it indues anequivalene relation on L, in whih two elements in L are equivalent i� they areequal or <L;D -inomparable. For every x2L, we denote by [x℄ the equivalenelass of x with respet to this equivalene relation. I.e.,[x℄ = fy j y=x; or x and y are <L;D -inomparableg.The order relation on these lasses is de�ned as usual by representatives: wedenote [x℄�L;D [y℄ i� either x<L;D y, or x and y are <L;D -inomparable.5 It is4 That is, to eliminate orders suh as f ftg; ff�?�>gg, in whih > and ? are notomparable with t, while they are omparable with :t.5 As usual, we use the same notation to denote the order relation among equivalenelasses and the order relation among their elements.



easy to verify that this de�nition is proper, i.e. it does not depend on the hoieof the representatives.An inonsisteny order on (L;D) indues the following pre-order on VL:De�nition 5. Let <L;D be an inonsisteny order on (L;D), and let �1; �22VL.a) �1�L;D �2 i� for every atom p, [�1(p)℄�L;D [�2(p)℄.b) �1<L;D �2 if �1�L;D �2 and there is an atom q s.t. [�1(q)℄<L;D [�2(q)℄.De�nition 6. Let<L;D be an inonsisteny order in a logial lattie (L;D). Theset of the -most onsistent models of a set � of formulae in � (abbreviation:the -mms of � ) are the minimal inonsistent models of � , i.e.:!(�;�L;D ) = f�2mod(� ) j :9�2mod(� ) s.t. �<L;D �g:Now we an re�ne the inferene proess, de�ned by the lattie-based onse-quene relation j=L;D (De�nition 2). Instead of onsidering every possible modelof the premises, we take into aount only the -most onsistent ones.De�nition 7. Let <L;D be an inonsisteny order on a logial lattie (L;D).Denote: � j=L;D  if every -mm of � is a model of  .Example 4. Consider one diretion of the barber paradox:6� = f:shaves(x; x)!shaves(Barber; x)g:Denote by �1, �2, and �3 the valuations that assign t, ?, and > (respetively) tothe assertion shaves(Barber; Barber). Using FOUR as the underlying logiallattie, we have that !(�;�42) = !(�;�43) = f�1g, !(�;�41) = f�1; �2g, and!(�;�40) = f�1; �2; �3g. Thus, � 6j=4i shaves(Barber; Barber) when i = 0; 1,while � j=4i shaves(Barber; Barber) when i=2; 3.3 Embedding in four-valued logisFour-valued reasoning may be traed bak to the 1950's, where is has been in-vestigated by a number of people, inluding Bialyniki-Birula [16℄, Rasiowa [17℄,and Kalman [25℄. Later, Belnap [13, 14℄ introdued a orresponding four-valuedalgebrai struture (denoted here by FOUR) for paraonsistent reasoning. Theo-rem 1 below, whih is our main result here, shows that this struture is anonialfor reasoning with graded unertainty. Following [5℄, this is another evidene forthe robustness of four-valued logis as representing ommonsense reasoning.De�nition 8. VL is stoppered w.r.t. �L;D if for every � and every �2mod(� ),either �2 !(�;�L;D ), or there is an �02 !(�;�L;D ) s.t. �0<L;D �.76 Here we assume that formulae with variables are universally quanti�ed. Conse-quently, a set of assertions � , ontaining a non-grounded formula,  , is viewed asrepresenting the orresponding set of ground formulae, formed by substituting foreah variable that appears in  , every element in the relevant Herbrand universe.7 The notion \stopperdness" is due to Makinson [31℄. In [27℄ the same property isalled smoothness.



Note that in ase that VL is well-founded w.r.t. �L;D (i.e., VL does not havean in�nitely desending hain w.r.t. �L;D ), then it is in partiular stoppered.Theorem 1. Let �L;D be an inonsisteny order on a logial lattie (L;D) suhthat VL is stoppered (with respet to the indued order on valuations). Then� j=L;D  i� � j=4i  for some 0� i�3 .In the rest of this setion we prove Theorem 1. First, we onsider somenotations and de�nitions.De�nition 9. Given a logial lattie (L;D), its elements may be divided intothe following four sets:T L;Dt =fx2L j x2D;:x 62Dg, T L;Df =fx2L j x 62D;:x2Dg,T L;D> =fx2L j x2D;:x2Dg, T L;D? =fx2L j x 62D;:x 62Dg.Heneforth we shall usually omit the supersripts, and write Tt; Tf ; T>, T?.De�nition 10. Let (L;D) be a logial lattie. Denote:min�L;D Tx = fy2Tx j :9y02Tx s.t. y0<L;D yg (x2ft; f;>;?g)
�L;D = min�L;D Tt [min�L;D Tf [min�L;D T? [min�L;D T>De�nition 11. Let (L1;D1) and (L2;D2) be two logial latties. Suppose thatxi is some element in Li and �i is a valuation onto Li (i=1; 2).a) x1 and x2 are similar if x12T L1;D1y implies that x22T L2;D2y (y2ft; f;>;?g).b) �1 and �2 are similar if for every atom p, �1(p) and �2(p) are similar.Proposition 2. Let (L1;D1) and (L2;D2) be two logial latties and supposethat �1 and �2 are two similar valuations on L1 and L2 (respetively). Then forevery formula  , �1( ) and �2( ) are similar.Proof. By an indution on the struture of  .8Proof (of Theorem 1). We shall denote by mx some element in min�L;D T L;Dx(x 2 ft; f;>;?g), and by ! : L ! ft; f;>;?g the \ategorization" funtion:!(y)=x i� y2Tx. Also, in the rest of this proof we shall abbreviate [y℄\
�L;Dby [y℄ (thus we shall refer here to lasses that onsist only of elements in 
�L;D ).Lemma 1. If M 2 !(�;�L;D ) then for every atom p, M(p)2
�L;D .Proof. Suppose that there is some atom p0 s.t. M(p0) 62
�L;D . Then, assumingthat M(p0) 2 Tx, there is an element mx 2 min�L;D Tx s.t. mx <L;D M(p0).Consider the following valuation:N(p) = (mx if p = p0M(p) if p 6= p0N is similar to M , and so, by Proposition 2, N is also a model of � . Moreover,N<L;D M , thus M 62 !(�;�L;D ). 28 Note that the fat that D is a prime �lter is ruial here.



Now, sine �L;D is well-founded and sine Tx is nonempty for every x 2ft; f;>;?g, min�L;D Tx is nonempty as well, and so there is at least one ele-ment of the form mx for every x 2 ft; f;>;?g. Also, it is lear that for everymx;m0x2min�L;D Tx, [mx℄=[m0x℄ (otherwise either mx<L;D m0x or mx>L;D m0x,and so either m0x 62min�L;D Tx or mx 62min�L;D Tx). It follows, therefore, thatthere are no more than three equivalene lasses in 
�L;D :min�L;D Tt [min�L;D Tf � [t℄; min�L;D T? � [m?℄; min�L;D T> � [m>℄;wherem? is some element of min�L;D T?, andm> is some element of min�L;D T>.By De�nition 4, [t℄ must be a minimal inonsisteny lass among those in 
�L;D ,and [m>℄ must be a maximal one. It follows, then, that the inonsisteny lassesin 
�L;D are arranged in one of the following orders:0: [t℄ = [m?℄ = [m>℄, 2: [t℄ <L;D [m?℄ = [m>℄,1: [t℄ = [m?℄ <L;D [m>℄, 3: [t℄ <L;D [m?℄ <L;D [m>℄.If the order relation among the inonsisteny lasses in 
�L;D orresponds toase i above (0� i�3) we say that the inonsisteny order �L;D is of type i.9Lemma 2. If �L;D is an inonsisteny order of type i, then for every m;m0 2
�L;D , [m℄<L;D [m0℄ i� [!(m)℄<4i [!(m0)℄.Proof. Immediate from the de�nition of inonsisteny order of type i, and thede�nition of �4i . 2Lemma 3. If �L;D is an inonsisteny order of type i in (L;D), then j=L;D isthe same as j=4i .Proof. Suppose that � j=L;D  but � 6j=4i  . Then there is a 4i -mm M4 of� s.t. M4( ) 62 ft;>g. Now, for every atom p let ML(p) be some element inmin�L;D TM4(p). Thus !ÆML=M4, andML is similar to M4. By Proposition 2,ML is a model of � and it is not a model of  . To get a ontradition to � j=L;D  ,it remains to show, then, that ML is a -mm of � in (L;D). Indeed, otherwiseby stopperdness there is a -mm NL of � s.t. NL<L;D ML. So for every atomp, [NL(p)℄�L;D [ML(p)℄, and there is an atom p0 s.t. [NL(p0)℄<L;D [ML(p0)℄.Let N4 = ! ÆNL. Again, N4 is similar to NL, therefore it is a (four-valued)model of � . Also, by the de�nition of M , for every atom p, ML(p)2
�L;D andby Lemma 1, 8p NL(p)2
�L;D . Thus, by Lemma 2,[N4(p)℄ = [!ÆNL(p)℄ �4i [!ÆML(p)℄ = [M4(p)℄:Also, by the same lemma,[N4(p0)℄ = [!ÆNL(p0)℄ <4i [!ÆML(p0)℄ = [M4(p0)℄:9 In partiular, for every 0� i�3, the inonsisteny order �4i in FOUR is of type i.



It follows that N4 <4i M4, but this ontradits the assumption that M4 is a4i -mm of � .For the onverse, suppose that � j=4i  , but � 6j=L;D  . Then there is a -mmML of � in (L;D) s.t. ML( ) 62D. De�ne, for every atom p, M4(p)=!ÆML(p).By the de�nition of !,M4 is similar toML and soM4 is a model of � in FOUR,but it is not a model of  . It remains to show, then, that M4 is a 4i -mm of� . Indeed, otherwise there is a model N4 of � s.t. N4<4iM4, that is, for everyatom p [N4(p)℄�4i [M4(p)℄, and there is an atom p0 for whih this inequality isstrit: [N4(p0)℄<4i [M4(p0)℄. Now, for every atom p, let NL(p) be some elementin min�L;D TN4(p). Thus !ÆNL=N4, and NL is similar to N4. By Proposition 2,NL is in partiular a model of � in (L;D). Moreover, for every atom p,[!ÆNL(p)℄ = [N4(p)℄ �4i [M4(p)℄ = [!ÆML(p)℄:Now, by the de�nition of NL we have that for every atom p, NL(p)2
�L;D , andby Lemma 1,ML(p)2
�L;D as well. Hene, by Lemma 2, [NL(p)℄�L;D [ML(p)℄.Similarly, [!ÆNL(p0)℄ = [N4(p0)℄ <4i [M4(p0)℄ = [!ÆML(p0)℄and again this entails that [NL(p0)℄<L;D [ML(p0)℄. It follows that NL<L;D ML,but this ontradits the assumption that ML is a -mm of � in (L;D).This onludes the proof of Lemma 3 and Theorem 1. 2Note 1. The proof of Theorem 1 also indues a simple algorithm for determin-ing whih one of the four-valued onsequene relations is the same as a givenonsequene relation of the form j=L;D : given an inonsisteny order �L;D in(L;D), hoose some m? 2 min�L;D T? and m> 2 min�L;D T>. If [m>℄ = [t℄then j=L;D = j=40 . Otherwise, if [m?℄ = [t℄, then j=L;D = j=41 . Otherwise, if[m>℄ = [m?℄, then j=L;D = j=42 . Otherwise, j=L;D = j=43 .4 Reasoning with j=L;DWe onlude by briey onsidering some basi properties of j=L;D .10 In whatfollows we assume stopperdness, and so, by Theorem 1, it is suÆient to onsiderFOUR and the four orresponding onsequene relations j=4i (i=0;: : : ; 3). First,we onsider the relative strength of these logis:Proposition 3. Let � be a set of formulae and  a formula in �.a) The onsequene relations j=4i , 0� i�3, are all di�erent.b) For every 1� i�3, if � j=40  then � j=4i  .) No one of j=41 , j=42 , and j=43 , is stronger than the other.10 Most of the propositions in this setion easily follow from similar results onerningmodular preferential relations, onsidered in [1℄. Due to spae limitations, orre-sponding proofs are omitted.
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